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Introduction

Leptogenesis is a class of mechanisms for solving the matter-antimatter asymmetry problem
of the Universe [1–3]. In this paradigm, the heavy right-handed neutrinos (RHNs) νR decay
to the Standard Model (SM) particles via the CP violating Dirac Yukawa interaction
λD `¯L H̃νR , generating a lepton asymmetry which is then converted to a baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU) via the electroweak (EW) sphaleron process. A particularly
attractive and elegant feature of this paradigm is that the same coupling can also explain
the origin of neutrino masses [4–6] via Type-I seesaw [7]. In the conventional thermal
leptogenesis scenario, the generated BAU is determined by the competition between the
enhancement from the CP violating phase in the λD matrix and the washout effects from
the thermal bath. Typically, the washout processes are so efficient that only O(10−2 ) of
the originally generated BAU survives till today [8]. If different generations of RHNs have
a mass hierarchy, then the CP violating phase has an upper bound proportional to the
lightest νR mass (denoted as M1 ), known as the Davidson-Ibarra bound [9], which requires
M1 & 109 GeV to generate the observed BAU.1
In this article, we propose a new scenario of leptogenesis, which is triggered by a firstorder phase transition (FOPT). The idea is quite simple: in many models such as the B −L
or Majoron model, RHNs obtain masses through the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of
1

If the masses of at least two generations of νR ’s are nearly degenerate, the CP violating phase can
be resonantly enhanced to be O(1), independent of the νR mass. In that case, successful leptogenesis can
occur for O(TeV) scale RHN [10–13]. If some of the RHNs do not reach thermal equilibrium before the EW
sphaleron process is switched off, then leptogenesis may even apply to the sub-EW scale νR [14, 15].
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1 Introduction
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Figure 1. The sketch of leptogenesis triggered by a FOPT. The blue and white regions represent
the new vacuum bubble (in which hφi 6= 0) and the old vacuum background (in which hφi = 0),
respectively. The FOPT occurs at temperature Tp , and the bubble expands at a wall velocity
vw . Inside a bubble, νR gains a huge mass M1  Tp , such that the νR ’s that have penetrated
the bubble decay quickly, generating the BAU. The possible washout effects (some of which are
illustrated inside the yellow rectangle) are suppressed since M1 /Tp  1.

a scalar field φ. If in the early Universe φ experiences a FOPT from hφi = 0 to hφi 6= 0,
then during the phase transition νR would be massless in the old vacuum, while massive
in the new vacuum bubbles. If the mass gap is much larger than the FOPT temperature
Tp , then the νR ’s that have penetrated into the new vacuum will be out of equilibrium and
decay rapidly, generating the lepton asymmetry and hence the BAU. Since M1  Tp , the
washout effects are Boltzmann suppressed, and hence almost all the generated BAU can
survive till today. The mechanism is sketched in figure 1. The idea of generating BAU
via the fast decay of heavy particles crossing or being produced at the bubble wall is first
proposed in ref. [16], where the general features are discussed, and a benchmark model on
a color triplet heavy scalar is given. Our work provides the first detailed study of applying
this idea to leptogenesis. This scenario is distinct from the mechanisms involving the
generation and diffusion of chiral and/or lepton asymmetry in the vicinity of bubble [17–
22] (see also [23, 24]).2
One might concern that in case of M1 /Tp  1 the RHNs do not have sufficient energy
to cross the wall, as the average kinetic energy of νR is O(Tp ). Were that true, most of the
RHNs will be trapped in the old vacuum [27–31], and only a tiny fraction of them can be
“filtered” to the new vacuum [32–35], resulting in a much suppressed νR number density
in the hφi 6= 0 phase, and the resultant BAU is also negligible, as pointed out in [26, 36].
This issue, however, can be solved, provided that the bubbles are expanding in an ultra2 )−1/2  1. In that case, in the wall rest frame the
relativistic velocity, i.e. γw ≡ (1 − vw
RHNs have an average kinetic energy O(γw Tp ), and almost all the νR ’s can penetrate into
the bubble, yielding an unsuppressed number density ∼ Tp3 inside the new vacuum. We
will show that γw  1 can be easily achieved in a supercooling FOPT. See refs. [37–40] for
other cosmological implications of the ultra-relativistic walls.
2

See refs. [25, 26] for leptogenesis during a second-order phase transition.
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2
2.1

Dynamics of the FOPT leptogenesis
Basic setup

In this section, we do not specify a concrete model. The discussions apply to any model
i have the Majorana Yukawa
that contains the following two features. First, the RHNs νR
interaction

X 1  ij i,c j φ
L⊃−
λR ν̄R νR √ + h.c. ,
(2.1)
2
2
i,j
where i, j are family indices, φ is a real scalar field that experiences a FOPT from hφi = 0
to hφi = vp at temperature Tp . Therefore, the RHNs are massless in the old vacuum
√
but obtain masses MRij = λij
R vp / 2 inside the new vacuum bubble. For simplicity we set
1 be the lightest RHN. The second feature is that the
MRij = diag{M1 , M2 , M3 } and let νR
RHNs should couple to the SM leptons and bosons via the Dirac Yukawa interaction
L⊃−

X  ij
¯i



j
λD `L H̃νR
+ h.c. ,

(2.2)

i,j

where `iL = (νLi , eiL )T is the lepton doublet, and H̃ = iτ 2 H ∗ is the charge conjugation of
i → `j H/`¯j H ∗ , and hence to
the Higgs doublet. Eq. (2.2) allows the RHNs to decay via νR
L
L
generate the lepton asymmetry.
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Compared with the conventional thermal leptogenesis scenario, our FOPT leptogenesis
scenario has an enhanced RHN number density (Tp3 instead of (M1 Tp )3/2 e−M1 /Tp ) and does
not suffer from thermal washout effects (which in general suppress the BAU by a factor
of O(10−2 )). Therefore, naively we expect the CP violating phase needed by the FOPT
scenario is much smaller than that in the conventional scenario, and hence the FOPT
scenario is able to explain the BAU at a lower M1 . 109 GeV assuming the DavidsonIbarra bound. However, the FOPT scenario suffers from the washout and dilution effects
after the FOPT. This is because the ultra-relativistic wall requires a strong FOPT, which
releases a large amount of latent heat and then reheats the Universe to a high temperature
Trh > Tp . It is difficult to satisfy M1 /Trh  1, which is the condition to suppress the
washout effect after reheating. In addition, the generated BAU will be diluted by a factor
of (Tp /Trh )3 .
In this article, we will provide a realization of the FOPT leptogenesis scenario in the
classically conformal B − L model with M1 & 1011 GeV, taking account of the reheating
washout and dilution effects. While in the same parameter space, the conventional thermal
leptogenesis generates a BAU much smaller than the observed value. Therefore, our
research extends the parameter space for leptogenesis. This article is organized as follows.
Before moving to the concrete model building, we will first study the dynamics of the
FOPT leptogenesis in section 2, keeping the discussions as general as we can. Then
section 3 introduces a concrete extended B − L model and demonstrates the parameter
space realizing a FOPT leptogenesis scenario. The possible gravitational wave (GW) signals
are also studied. Finally, we conclude in section 4.

The magnitude of the λij
D matrix can be estimated by the seesaw relation mν ≈
2
2
|λD | vEW /(2MR ) as
−2

|λD | ≈ 10



×

MR
11
10 GeV

1/2 

mν
0.05 eV

1/2

,

(2.3)

where vEW = 246 GeV is the Higgs VEV. The CP violating effect is characterized by the
RHN decay width asymmetry
P

i = P

j

R

L

R

(2.4)

L

which is related to the imaginary part of (λD λ†D )2 . A nonzero 1 is needed for the generation
of BAU. According to the Davidson-Ibarra bound [9],
|1 | 6

3 M1 (m3 − m1 )
≈ 10−5 ×
2
8π
vEW



M1
1011 GeV



mν
.
0.05 eV


(2.5)

1.
We can see that 1 is quite small even for a rather heavy νR
Above is the basic setup of the FOPT leptogenesis mechanism. When applying this
mechanism, we allow a concrete model to have more ingredients, such as a Z 0 boson from the
gauged U(1)B−L group or other additional scalars and fermions. To realize our mechanism,
three things must be checked. First, right after penetration, the RHNs should decay
instead of annihilating with each other, or scattering with the particles in the thermal
bath. Second, as the penetrated RHNs are typically boosted, so are the decay products,
and it is necessary to check that they do not cause additional washout effects for the BAU.
Third, after the FOPT, the Universe is reheated to Trh and we have to confirm the thermal
bath washout effects are still Boltzmann suppressed even at this temperature. Also, the
dilution factor (Tp /Trh )3 should be included. All those issues will be addressed one by one
in the subsequent subsections.

2.2

RHNs right after penetration

In the vicinity of the bubble wall, we can model the bubble expansion as a one-dimension
problem: the wall is a plane perpendicular to the z-axis and moving in a velocity −vw with
vw > 0. The z → −∞ region is the old phase with hφi = 0, where the RHNs are assumed
1 follows a boosted massless
to be in thermal equilibrium. Therefore, the lightest RHN νR
Fermi-Dirac distribution in the wall frame
fswa (px , py , pz ) =
where E0 =

q

1
eγw (E0 −vw pz )/Tp

+1

,

(2.6)

p2x + p2y + p2z . The corresponding particle number density is
nwa
s = gν

Z

d3 p wa
3ζ3
fs (px , py , pz ) = γw × gν 2 Tp3 ≡ γw npl
s ,
3
(2π)
4π

(2.7)

where ζ3 ≈ 1.202, and gν = 2 is the spin degeneracy factor. nwa
s is enhanced by a factor
pl
of γw compared with ns in the plasma frame, which can be understood as the Lorentz
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j

i → `j H) − Γ(ν i → `¯j H ∗ )
Γ(νR
R
L
L
,
Γ(ν i → `j H) + Γ(ν i → `¯j H ∗ )

hEiwa
h ∼ γ w Tp ,

hpz iwa
h ∼

q

2 T2 − M2 ∼ γ T −
γw
w p
p
1

M12
.
2γw Tp

(2.8)

1 energy and momentum
Transforming back to the plasma frame, one obtains the typical νR
after penetrating into the bubble

hEipl
h ∼ M1

M1
,
Tp

hpz ipl
h ∼ −M1

M1
,
Tp

(2.9)

1 ’s that have entered the new vacuum are boosted
which means in the plasma frame the νR
in the −z direction by a Lorentz factor of γ1 ≡ M1 /Tp  1. In other words, in the plasma
frame, part of the wall kinetic energy is converted into the rest mass and kinetic energy of
the RHNs that enter the bubble. This causes the energy loss of the wall and serves as a
source of the friction force acting on the wall, as we will discuss in Eq. (3.14).
1 may decay, or annihilate with another ν 1 , or
After entering the new vacuum, a νR
R
scatter with the particles in the plasma. When calculating these interaction rates, it is
1 gas frame”, which is boosted along the −z direction with
convenient to work in the “νR
a Lorentz factor γ1 . In that frame, the νR ’s are on average at rest, and with a relative
ga
pl
velocity vrel
∼ Tp /M1 to each other, and the number density is nga
h ≈ γ1 ns [16]. In the gas
1 decay rate is
frame, the νR

|λD |2
mν
ΓD =
M1 ≈
8π
4π



M1
vEW

2

,

(2.10)

where we have assumed one-flavor SM final state for simplicity, and the second approximate
equality is from the seesaw relation.
1 ’s can annihilate with each other via various
Depending on the concrete model, the νR
channels. For example, the Majorana interaction Eq. (2.1) induces the annihilation to a pair
1 ν 1 → φφ, if kinematically allowed, while the Dirac interaction Eq. (2.2)
of scalars, i.e. νR
R
1 ν 1 → ` `¯ /HH ∗ . If the model is embedded into a gauged U(1)
induces νR
L L
B−L group, then
R
1 ν 1 → Z 0∗ → f f¯ and ν 1 ν 1 → Z 0 Z 0 channels may be important, where Z 0 and f
the νR
R
R R
denote the U(1)B−L gauge boson and SM fermions, respectively. Then the annihilation
rate can be expressed as
Γann =

X ga D

nh

X

σν 1 ν 1 →X vrel
R R

–5–
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contraction of the volume element. Note that we use a superscript “wa” (“pl”) to label the
wall frame (plasma frame), and a subscript “s” (“h”) to label the old vacuum with hφi = 0
(new vacuum with hφi = vp ), respectively.
4
In the wall frame the average z-component momentum is hpz iwa
s = 7π vw γw Tp /(135ζ3 ),
and hence the RHNs are boosted along the +z direction. If γw is large enough, hpz iwa
s is
1
enhanced that most νR ’s have sufficient energy to overcome the mass gap M1 between the
1 ’s
new and old vacua. Hereafter we only consider the γw & M1 /Tp  1 limit, then the νR
can generally cross the wall and enter the new vacuum. Due to energy conservation in the
wall frame, after crossing the wall, in the new vacuum the average energy and momentum
1 should be
of νR

summing over all possible annihilation final states. The subscript “ga” of hσvi is to remind
us that this is an average performed in the gas frame. Γann scales as Tp3 /M12 .
1 ’s is to scatter with the particles in the
Another possible fate of the penetrated νR
1` →
plasma. The Dirac Yukawa interaction can mediate scattering channels such as νR
L
1t
¯
qL t̄R or νR
→
q
`
and
their
charge
conjugations
and
crossings.
The
corresponding
R
L L
interaction rates are
D
E
X
Γsca =
γ1 npl
,
(2.12)
a σν 1 a→X
ga

R

a,X

ΓD > Γann ,

ΓD > Γsca .

(2.13)

1 ’s swept by the bubble wall decay immediately and generate
Under this condition, the νR
a BAU of
npl
135ζ3
s
YBp = −cs 1
= −cs 1 4 ,
(2.14)
s
4π g∗

where s = (2π 2 /45)g∗ T 3 is the entropy density with g∗ ≈ 100 the number of relativistic
degrees of freedom, and cs = 28/79 is the conversion factor from the lepton asymmetry to
the BAU. As the upper limit of CP asymmetry 1 is constrained by Eq. (2.5), we see that
the maximal value of BAU is proportional to M1 .
2.3

The boosted decay products of RHNs

1 ’s in new vacuum are moving along the −z direction with a
In the plasma frame, the νR
typical energy E1 = γ1 M1 = M12 /Tp . The decay products `L H/`¯L H ∗ share the same order
of energy and hence are also boosted. These out-of-equilibrium SM particles interact with
other SM particles in the plasma, causing cascade scatterings, which might reduce the
BAU. Following ref. [16], we model the energy of the particles that in the n-th step cascade
scattering as E1 /2n . The washout effect is mainly from the possibility that the energetic
1 → `¯ H ∗ , and the corresponding rate can
particles fuse to an on-shell RHN, i.e. `L H → νR
L
be estimated as [16]

(

Γon

Γ`L H Γ`¯L H ∗ M1 Tp
M12
≈
exp −
2
ΓD
4E1 Tp
E1

)

≈

22n Tp3
n
ΓD e−2 /4 ,
4M13

(2.15)

where we have approximated Γ`L H ≈ Γ`¯L H ∗ ≈ ΓD /2. We can see that the washout rate
decreases very quickly as n increases, so we only need to account for the first step of
scattering, i.e. n = 1.
Being charged under the SM gauge groups, the boosted `L /`¯L and H/H ∗ particles
also thermalize via the elastic EW scattering with the SM particles in the plasma. The
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summing over all possible initial states a and final states X. In the gas frame, the plasma
species a is boosted by a Lorentz factor of γ1 , therefore the number density is enhanced by
3
γ1 compared with npl
a ∼ Tp in the plasma frame, and we have taken the relative velocity
1 and a to be approximately 1. The scattering cross section hσ
between νR
1 a→X iga scales
νR
2
2
as 1/M1 , thus Γsca ∼ Tp /M1 .
1 ’s to decay rather than annihilate with
For the sake of leptogenesis, we want the νR
each other or scatter with the particles in the plasma, i.e.

thermalization rate can be estimated by calculating the energy loss of a boosted lepton
in an elastic scattering with another SM particle in the thermal bath. The two incoming
particles have momenta
pµ1 =



E1
E1
, 0, 0, n ,
2n
2


pµ2 = (Tp , 0, 0, −Tp ) ,

(2.16)

respectively, and they scatter through exchanging a t-channel W/Z boson. It is straightforward to show that the energy loss of the boosted lepton is δE1 ≈ −t̂/(4Tp ) in the plasma
frame, and the scattering cross section is
(2.17)

where g2 is the gauge coupling of the SU(2)L group, and ŝ, t̂ are the Mandelstam variables.
Therefore, the thermalization rate can be estimated as [16]
Γth

npl
= EWn
E1 /2

Z −m2
W

dt̂

−ŝ

2 T3
ζ3 gEW 2n αW
dσ
3M12
p
δE1 =
ln
,
5π2n αW Tp2
4πM12
dt̂

(2.18)

where npl
EW is the number density of the particles that participate in such EW elastic
scattering, and the corresponding number of degrees of freedom is gEW = 46 including the
SM fermions and gauge bosons as well as the Higgs doublet. The upper limit of integration
of t̂ is set to −m2W to avoid infrared divergence, where m2W = 20παW Tp2 /3 is the thermal
mass of the W boson [41]. We see that Γth increases rapidly with n.
To avoid washout from the boosted decay products, we require
Γth

n=1

> Γon

n=1

,

Γth

n=1

> Hp ,

(2.19)

where Hp is the Hubble constant at the FOPT temperature. Note that Hp is not solely
determined by temperature, as the vacuum energy from the potential could dominate the
energy of the Universe in the case of a supercooling FOPT. Once these inequalities are
satisfied, the boosted decay products `L H/`¯L H ∗ thermalize very quickly, and the washout
effect is completely negligible.
2.4

Reheating after the FOPT completes

The latent heat released from a FOPT will reheat the Universe to a new temperature
Trh = (1 + α)1/4 Tp , where α is the ratio of latent heat to the radiation energy density
of the Universe, whose detailed definition will be given in section 3.3. Since our scenario
needs a strong FOPT to provide fast moving bubble walls, typically α  1, the reheating
temperature could be very high, such that the B − L violating interactions are active
again, erasing the generated B − L asymmetry as the situation in the conventional thermal
leptogenesis.
The first type of dangerous processes is the thermally produced RHNs. For the inverse
i , the simplified Boltzmann equation gives
decay, i.e. `L H/`¯L H ∗ → νR
dYν i

R

dt

1
=
s

Z

d3 p
ΓD,i Mi2 T
Mi
−Ei /T
e
M
Γ
=
K1
,
i
D,i
(2π)3 2Ei
4π 2 s
T
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2
dσ
1
1 g24 ŝ2
παW
2
=
|iM|
≈
=
,
16πŝ2
16πŝ2 t̂2
dt̂
t̂2

q

where Yν i = nν i /s is the yield of the i-th generation of RHN, Ei ≡ |p|2 + Mi2 is the
R
R
i , and K is the modified Bessel function of
on-shell energy, ΓD,i is the decay width of νR
1
the first kind. By this, the inverse decay rate can be estimated as
ΓiID =

ΓD,i Mi2 Trh
Mi
K1
,
4π 2 srh
Trh




(2.21)

Γipr =

X eq D

nν i

X

R

E

σν i ν i →X =
R R



X M 2 Trh
Mi D
2 i
K
σ
X

2π 2

2

Trh

E
i ν i →X
νR
R

,

(2.22)

i
where neq
i is the equilibrium distribution of νR in the plasma whose concrete expression is
νR
given in the second equality with K2 being the modified Bessel function of the second kind.
i ν i → Z 0∗ → f f¯,
Depending on the model, the pair production channels could include νR
R
i ν i → Z 0 Z 0 , ν i ν i → Z 0 φ, ν i ν i → φφ, etc.
νR
R R
R R
R
We require
ΓiID < Hrh , Γipr < Hrh ,
(2.23)

to avoid thermal bath washout after the FOPT reheating. Both ΓiID and Γipr are suppressed
p
by the Bessel functions, which are Kj (z) ∼ e−z π/(2z) for z  1. Therefore, Mi /Trh  1
could exponentially suppress those washout effects. In other words, we need Trh = (1 +
α)1/4 Tp still small compared with the RHN masses; this is, however, in tension with the
requirement of a strong supercooling FOPT which generally leads to α  1.
Provided that eqs. (2.13), (2.19) and (2.23) are satisfied, the FOPT leptogenesis
1 ’s that have entered the new vacuum bubble during
scenario is realized. Namely, the νR
the FOPT will decay and generate the lepton asymmetry, which is not washed out by the
plasma. The BAU survives today would be
135ζ3
YB = −cs 1 4
4π g∗



Tp
Trh

3

,

(2.24)

which is diluted by a factor of (Tp /Trh )3 compared to Eq. (2.14), due to the entropy
production of the FOPT reheating. For a successful FOPT leptogenesis, YB should reach
the observed BAU, i.e. YBobs ≈ 0.9 × 10−10 [42].
In summary, in the FOPT leptogenesis scenario, the FOPT should be strong to provide
fast expanding bubbles, which sweep the RHN into the new vacuum. Therefore, the
1 density in the old vacuum can be directly transferred into the new
abundant massless νR
1 ’s are so massive that their out-of-equilibrium decay can generate
vacuum, where the νR
the BAU without the washout effects. However, the reheating effects from the strong
FOPT might cause additional washout and dilution effects, and hence the application of
this mechanism requires a highly non-trivial tradeoff between strong FOPT and reheating.
A concrete model that succeeds to realize the FOPT leptogenesis scenario is given in the
next section.
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where srh = s|Trh . We should have ΓiID < Hrh such that the RHNs are not thermally
p
2 /M
produced after the FOPT, where the Hubble constant Hrh = 2π πg∗ /45Trh
Pl with
19
MPl = 1.22 × 10 GeV, as the Universe is in a radiation era after the FOPT. The rate of
RHNs being produced in pair in the plasma can be estimated as

3

An extended classically conformal B − L model

3.1

The model and particle spectrum

The conventional (or say, minimal) B − L model [43–46] is defined by gauging the U(1)B−L
group and introducing three generation of RHNs (with B − L quantum number X = −1)
√
for gauge anomaly cancellation, and one complex scalar field Φ = (φ + iη)/ 2 charged
as X = 2 to break the U(1)B−L spontaneously. In this work, we extend the model with
one more complex scalar S which has the same quantum number with Φ. The relevant
Lagrangian can be written as
X
i

i / i
ν̄R
iDνR −

 X

1 X  ij i,c j
j
¯i
λR ν̄R ΦνR + h.c. −
λij
D `L H̃νR + h.c.
2 i,j
i,j

(3.1)

1 0 0µν
+ Dµ Φ† Dµ Φ + Dµ S † Dµ S − V (Φ, S) − Zµν
Z ,
4
where Dµ = ∂µ − igB−L XZµ0 is the U(1)B−L gauge covariant derivative. For simplicity, we
take λij
R = diag{λR,1 , λR,2 , λR,3 }. Note that the SM fermions are also charged under the
U(1)B−L group, with the quarks having X = 1/3 and the leptons having X = −1. The
reason why we have to extend the minimal B − L model will be given in section 3.3. In
i,c
j
principle, S can also couple to RHNs via ν̄R
SνR
; however, as we will see, S never gets a
VEV, thus it does not contribute to the RHN mass. On the other hand, S can provide
extra CP violating phase to N1 decay [47, 48]. We do not consider such CP asymmetry
enhancement effects here, as they are irrelevant to the core of our FOPT leptogenesis
mechanism.
As for the scalar potential V (Φ, S), we adopt the classically conformal assumption [49–
51] as it is known that this kind of potential favors a strong supercooling FOPT [52–58].
At three level, the potential is
Vtree (Φ, S) = λφ |Φ|4 + λs |S|4 + λφs |Φ|2 |S|2 ,

(3.2)

where only dimensionless quartic couplings are involved. The one-loop contributions from
i [49–51] and S [59–62] induce a Colman-Weinberg potential for Φ, which in the
Z 0 and νR
unitary gauge can be written as
!

B
φ
1
V (φ) = V0 + φ4 ln
−
,
4
vφ 4
where
6
B= 2
π

X λ4R,i
λ2φs
4
+ gB−L
−
96
96
i

(3.3)

!

,

(3.4)

is a positive constant. This potential has the a minimum at hφi = vφ 6= 0, which breaks
the U(1)B−L symmetry spontaneously and provides masses for the particles in Eq. (3.1) as
follows
√
vφ
1 q
MZ 0 = 2gB−L vφ , Mi = λR,i √ , Mφ = Bvφ , MS = √
λφs vφ .
(3.5)
2
2
The vacuum energy is adopted as V0 = Bvφ4 /16 to have V (vφ ) = 0.
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LB−L =

3.2

FOPT and ultra-relativistic bubble walls

At finite temperature, the potential receives corrections from the one-loop thermal integrals
and daisy resummation terms
T4
∆VT (φ, T ) = 2 2 JB
2π

λφs φ2
2T 2
3/2

!

T4
+ 3 2 JB
2π



T λφs  2 T 2
−2
φ +
12π 23/2
12

2
4gB−L
φ2
T2



!3/2

−φ

3

!

+2

X T4

2π 2

i

JF

λ2R,i φ2
2T 2

!



3
3/2
2gB−L
2
2
3
−
T φ +T
− φ , (3.6)
3π

JB/F (y) = ±

Z ∞



dxx2 ln 1 ∓ e−

√

x2 +y



.

(3.7)

0

Therefore, the complete one-loop thermal potential is
VT (φ, T ) = V (φ) + ∆VT (φ, T ),

(3.8)

which can trigger a FOPT in the early Universe. The FOPT of the minimal classically
conformal B − L model has already been extensively studied [52–57], and in this work we
use homemade codes to derive the FOPT dynamics of our extended B − L model.
When T is sufficiently high, the Universe stays in the U(1)B−L preserving vacuum
φ = 0. At the critical temperature Tc , the potential VT (φ, T ) develops another degenerate
vacuum in φ = vc . When T falls below Tc , the U(1)B−L breaking vacuum is energetically
preferred, i.e. hφi = v(T ) becomes the true vacuum and we have v(Tc ) = vc and v(0) = vφ .
The Universe then acquires a decay probability [63]
Γ(T ) ∼ T

4



S3 (T )
2πT

3/2

e−S3 (T )/T ,

(3.9)

to the true vacuum, where S3 (T ) is the action of the bounce solution, which we numerically
resolve from VT (φ, T ) based on the shooting algorithm. When the decay probability in
a Hubble volume and a Hubble time scale reaches O(1), new vacuum bubbles start to
nucleate. Given Γ(T ), the volume fraction of the old vacuum in the Universe is [64, 65]

"Z 0
#3 
 4π Z Tc

0)
T
Γ(T
1
p(T ) ≡ e−I(T ) = exp −
dT 0 04
d
T̃
,
 3 T
T H(T 0 ) T
H(T̃ ) 

(3.10)

where we have taken the bubble velocity vw → 1, and the Hubble constant is given by the
Friedmann equation
!
2
8π
π
H 2 (T ) =
g∗ T 4 + V 0 .
(3.11)
2
30
3MPl
By definition p(Tc ) = 1. When T decreases, p(T ) → 0, and the Universe transfers entirely
to the new vacuum, completing the FOPT.
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where thermal integral functions are defined as

The milestone that the new vacuum bubbles form an infinite connected cluster is called
percolation, and it happens at p(Tp ) = 0.71 [66], which defines the percolation temperature
Tp and VEV vp = v(Tp ). We will calculate the leptogenesis at this temperature.3 Define
∆V (T ) = VT (0, T ) − VT (v(T ), T ),

(3.13)

as the positive free energy difference between the true and false vacuum, and let ∆Vp ≡
∆V (Tp ). The behavior of wall velocity is determined by vacuum pressure ∆Vp and the
leading-order (LO) friction [68]
λφs +

1X 2
+
λ
2 i R,i

! 2 2
v p Tp

24

,

(3.14)

which comes from the mass differences of S, Z 0 and RHNs between the two sides of the
bubble wall. If
∆Vp > P1→1 ,
(3.15)
then the wall will be accelerated up to a high velocity that is very close to the speed of
light, providing necessary condition for our FOPT leptogenesis scenario.
When γw  1, the beyond LO contributions to the friction force become important.
Ref. [69] performs the first next-to-leading-order (NLO) calculation, showing that the
emission of gauge bosons when particles cross the wall can induce a friction force scaling as
P1→2 ∝ γw , preventing the bubble walls from runaway. Recently, friction force on the wall
is studied in many literatures [70–75], and we take the results of refs. [70, 71] to calculate
the evolution of bubble walls. While both two works consider the resummation effect of the
1 → N emission of gauge bosons, they obtain different friction pressures P1→N . Ref. [70]
2 , however, ref. [71] gives P
shows P1→N ∝ γw
1→N ∝ γw . More concretely, applying to our
model we find
[70]
P1→N

≈

2
γw



and
[71]
P1→N

1
3ζ3 (2 ln 2 − 1) 2
4×2×3× +4+2 ×3
gB−L Tp4 ,
9
32π 4

(3.16)

vp
1
3κζ3 3
g
vp Tp3 ln ,
4×2×3× +4+2 ×3
9
8π 4 B−L
Tp

(3.17)



≈ γw









where only the dominant SM fermion contributions are included, and κ ≈ 4.
The wall stops accelerating when the friction force balances the vacuum pressure, i.e.
∆Vp = P1→1 + P1→N . Therefore, given the resummed friction force P1→N , we are able to
derive the terminal wall velocity
v
u
u ∆Vp − P1→1
[70]
γeq = t
;
[70]
2
P1→N /γw

γeq[71] =

∆Vp − P1→1
[71]

.

(3.18)

P1→N /γw

3

Note that the large vacuum energy released from a supercooled FOPT can lead to a short vacuum
domination era. We have checked that the FOPT can complete via verifying [67]



dI(T )
H(T ) 3 + T
dT
where I(T ) is defined in Eq. (3.10).
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< 0,
Tp

(3.12)
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P1→1 =

2
12gB−L

However, the wall might have not yet reached the terminal velocity at Tp . We use the
method from refs. [55, 57] to evaluate the evolution of the wall velocity and confirm that
for the parameter space of interest γw Tp  M1 /Tp is indeed satisfied for either choice of
1 ’s can penetrate the wall, which is the necessary condition for
P1→N , and hence all the νR
the FOPT leptogenesis.

3.3

FOPT leptogenesis and the GW signals

1
T ∂∆V (T )
∆V (T ) −
g∗ π 2 Tp4 /30
4
∂T


α=


Tp

,

(3.19)

is the ratio of the FOPT latent heat to the radiation energy density. After confirming
that the washout effects are suppressed even after reheating, i.e. Eq. (2.23), the eventual
generated BAU is given by Eq. (2.24).
As stated in the Introduction, it is challenging to strike a balance between a strong
FOPT and a not-so-strong reheating. A supercooling FOPT can provide fast-moving
bubble walls, but the resultant large latent heat will push the Universe to a high Trh that
the thermal washout processes are active again, reducing any B − L asymmetry generated
during the FOPT. Especially, we find that it is in general difficult for the minimal classically
conformal B − L model [49, 50] to realize the mechanism. In that model, the coefficient B
in Eq. (3.4) is determined only by gB−L and λR,i that
6
B −−−−−→ 2
B−L
π
Minimal

4
gB−L

−

!
X λ4R,i
i

96

3
= 2 4
8π vφ

MZ4 0

X 2M 4
i
−
i

3

!

.

(3.20)

Therefore, MZ 0 & Mi is required for a positive B to ensure the vacuum stability. In
addition, the FOPT requires a sizable B to generate the potential barrier, and this implies
a sizable gB−L and hence MZ 0 dominates Eq. (3.20). On the other hand, for a supercooling
FOPT, the cosmic energy density is dominated by the vacuum energy and hence Trh ∼
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Given the FOPT environment with ultra-relativistic bubble walls that can sweep all the
RHNs into the new vacuum, we apply eqs. (2.13), (2.19) and (2.23) in section 2 to our model
1 ’s indeed decay before annihilating and scattering,
Eq. (3.1) to ensure that the penetrated νR
and the boosted decay products thermalize instead of erasing the B − L asymmetry, and
the reheating temperature is still significantly below the RHN masses so that the thermal
washout processes are Boltzmann suppressed.
1 ’s right after penetration, the possible annihilation channels include
As for the νR
1 ν 1 → ` `¯ /HH ∗ , ν 1 ν 1 → Z 0∗ → f f¯ with f being the SM fermions, and ν 1 ν 1 →
νR
L L
R
R R
R R
Z 0 Z 0 /Z 0 φ/φφ. We calculate the corresponding annihilation rates using the FeynCalc
1
package [76–78] and check that they are consistent with those in refs. [79–81]. The νR
1 ` → q t̄ , ν 1 t → q `¯ and their charge conjugations and
scattering processes include νR
L
L R
L L
R R
1 , see
crossing diagrams. ΓD > Γann and ΓD > Γsca are required for the fast decay of νR
Eq. (2.13). After decay, Γth > Hp and Γth > Γon are needed for the decay products to
thermalize quickly and do not reduce the generated B − L asymmetry, see Eq. (2.19). The
reheating temperature is Trh = (1 + α)1/4 Tp , where
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Figure 2. The allowed parameter space of the FOPT leptogenesis scenario is shown in white region,
for M1 = 2.5 × 1011 GeV, λR,1 = 0.3 and λR,2 = λR,3 = 4λR,1 . The blue and orange shaded regions
are excluded by thermal washout and dilution effects after the FOPT reheating, respectively. The
M1 /Tp and α contours are shown in the left and right panels, respectively. The green star is the
benchmark adopted for GW calculation, see figure 3 for details.
1/4

V0 ∼ B 1/4 vφ ∼ gB−L vφ ∼ MZ 0 . To have M1 /Trh  1 after reheating, we must have
M1 /MZ 0  1, which is in contrast with the vacuum stability and FOPT conditions. We
confirm this qualitative argument by a detailed numerical scan. Therefore, we extend the
model with one extra scalar S, as we did in Eq. (3.1). In this new model, the contribution
to B can be dominated by the scalar portal coupling λφs , and the reheating temperature
is no longer directly related to MZ 0 .
For our extended B−L model, we start from M1 = 109 GeV and gradually increase it to
seek for viable parameter space for the FOPT leptogenesis. The most stringent constraints
i ν i → Z 0 φ and
for the scenario come from the washout effects after reheating, especially νR
R
i ν i → Z 0∗ → f f¯. Even in case that the reheating washout effects are suppressed, the
νR
R
BAU is usually diluted by the large α to be lower than the experimentally observed value.
Therefore, we have to increase M1 to M1 & 1011 GeV to generate a large BAU. An example
is shown in figure 2 with
M1 = 2.5 × 1011 GeV,

λR,1 = 0.3,

λR,2 = λR,3 = 4λR,1 ,

(3.21)

fixed, and scanning over λφs and gB−L . The parameter space with successful FOPT
leptogenesis, i.e. can provide YB > YBobs for the 1 within the Davidson-Ibarra bound, is
plotted as the white region covered by the M1 /Tp (left panel) and α (right panel) contours.
We see α  1 for most of the parameter space, implying a strong FOPT with vacuum
energy dominance. The blue shaded region cannot realize FOPT leptogenesis because the
thermal washout processes are active after reheating, where the gB−L & 0.1 region is ruled
i ν i → Z 0∗ → f f¯ annihilation, while the λ
out by the νR
φs & 3.9 region is excluded by
R
i
i
0
the νR νR → Z φ annihilation. If λφs is too small, the FOPT strength is so strong that
the entropy production during reheating dilutes the BAU to an unacceptable low value,
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4

In the sound wave dominant case, the extra suppression factor from the finite duration of sound wave
period is taken into account [55, 67, 92].
5
See refs. [97, 98] for recent research on cosmic string GW simulations and experimental constraints.
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as covered by the orange shaded region in the figure. We have checked that, without
the FOPT, the same parameter space in figure 2 cannot realize a conventional thermal
leptogenesis in the B − L model, which typically requires a CP asymmetry O(30) larger
than the Davidson-Ibarra bound due to the large thermal washout effects from processes
involving Z 0 and φ. Therefore, our model has opened up new parameter space for a novel
kind of leptogenesis.
In this scenario, the relevant energy scale is about 1011 GeV, which is not accessible
at any current or near-future colliders. However, the GWs as byproducts of the U(1)B−L
breaking may help to probe the scenario, although those signals could not serve as smoking
guns for this specific mechanism. Thus, we briefly comment on the possible signals. In our
scenario, there are two sources of the GWs: first, the U(1)B−L FOPT itself generates GWs
via vacuum bubble collision, sound waves and magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) turbulence
in the plasma [52–57]; second, the cosmic strings forming after the U(1)B−L breaking keep
emitting GWs during the evolution of the Universe [82–88].
As an illustration, we adopt λφs = 3.5 and gB−L = 0.05 as a benchmark (shown as
the green star in figure 2) to calculate the GW spectrum today after the cosmological
redshift. For the FOPT GWs, Tp = 6.1 × 1010 GeV, and the energy budget depends on the
2)
evolution of the wall velocity, thus we tried both schemes from ref. [70] (with P1→N ∝ γw
and ref. [71] (with P1→N ∝ γw ). For the former case, as the friction increases rapidly with
γw , the bubble walls have reached the terminal velocity at Tp , thus the sound wave and
MHD contributions dominate [67], and we make use of the efficiency factor κV derived
in ref. [89]; while for the latter case, the walls are still accelerating at Tp , and hence the
bubble collision contribution dominates, and we adopt the method in refs. [55, 57] to obtain
the efficiency factor κcol . With the efficiency coefficients in hand, the FOPT GW spectra
are evaluated using the numerical formulae in refs. [90, 91].4 For the cosmic strings GWs,
2 is
the spectrum is determined by the dimensionless combination Gµ, where G = 1/MPl
2
the Newton’s constant of gravitation, and µ ∼ vφ is the tension of the strings. For our
benchmark, Gµ ≈ 10−14 , and we use the numerical results in refs. [93–96] to derive the
GW spectrum.5
The GW spectra for our benchmark point are given in figure 3, where the expected
sensitivity curves for the space-based laser interferometers LISA [99], TianQin [100–102],
Taiji [103, 104], BBO [105] and DECIGO [106], and the ground-based interferometers
LIGO [107, 108], CE [109] and ET [110–112] are also shown. We first see that the FOPT
GWs spectra peak at ∼ 105 Hz, which is too high to be detected by the near-future
instruments. For heavier RHNs and hence higher FOPT scales, the typical peak frequency
is even higher and hence more difficult to probe. However, the cosmic string GW spectrum
is rather flat and could be reached by quite a few future detectors such as BBO, DECIGO,
CE and ET. For heavier RHNs, Gµ is larger, and the signal strength becomes stronger
that LISA, TianQin and Taiji can also probe the scenario. Therefore, we conclude that the
cosmic strings induced GWs are hopeful to be seen at the future detectors, although this
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Figure 3. The GW spectra for the benchmark λφs = 3.5 and gB−L = 0.05 (marked as green star
in figure 2). Both the spectra from cosmic strings and FOPT are shown, and in the latter case
2
both two possibilities of P1→N ∝ γw
(sound wave dominant) and P1→N ∝ γw (bubble collision
dominant) are considered.

is a general feature of all the high-scale U(1) breaking new physics models, not specifically
for our extended B − L model.

4

Conclusion

In this article, we apply the mechanism of baryogenesis induced by ultra-relativistic bubble
walls to the leptogenesis case. After giving a general discussion on the dynamics of such
a scenario, we build an extended B − L model to demonstrate the viable parameter space
realizing the mechanism. We have shown that the mechanism requires a trade-off between
the strength of FOPT and the level of reheating, and the successful FOPT leptogenesis
requires RHN mass & 1011 GeV assuming the Davidson-Ibarra bound. Meanwhile, we verify
that the same parameter space cannot generate sufficient BAU within the conventional
thermal leptogenesis mechanism. Therefore, our research provides a novel approach to
realize leptogenesis. While the frequency of GW signals from FOPT is too high to be
probed at the detectors, the GWs emitted by the cosmic strings from U(1)B−L breaking
might be seen at the near-future detectors such as LISA, TianQin, Taiji, CE and ET.

Note added. Soon after the completion of this manuscript, ref. [113] appears, which
applies the same mechanism to the minimal classically conformal B − L model in the
resonant leptogenesis regime.
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